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1. INTRODUCTION

Let H be a real Hilbert space with norm || • || and associated scalar product (•, •), and let / be a
Frechet-differentiable function mapping a subset H into H. Let g be a maximal monotone subset of
H x H, in the sense [2,10] that

{V2-yi,x2~xi) > 0 , V[a;i, j/i], [12,2/2] eg

and the resolvent maps Qk = (1 + kg)~l are non-expansive single-valued maps for all k > 0. In the
sequel, we will regard the statements [x, y] e g and g{x) 3 y as synonymous.

We are interested in the iterative solution of the generalized equation

f(v)+g(v)3 0. (1.1)

This problem includes as a special cases many problems occurring in nonsmooth optimization
[9,15,19], nonlinear complementarity theory [3,9], variational inequality theory [1,4,6].

It is easy to see that a vector v solves the generalized equation (1.1) if and only if it can be
expressed in the form v = Qk(u) for some k > 0 where u solves the non-smooth equation

Fk(u) = f(Qk(u)) + i (u - Qfc(u)) = 0. (1.2)

In fact, if v solves (1.1) then, for all k > 0, it obviously satisfies relation v + kg(v) B v — kf(v).
This relation can be rewritten in terms of the resolvent map Qk as the equation v = Qh(v — kf(v)).
Therefore, if we set u = v — kf(v), then v = Qk(u), and we obtain (1.2) by substituting for v in the
previous equation. Conversely, if (1.2) holds, then it follows from the definition of the resolvent that
~f(Qk(u)) S ff(Qfc(u))i which shows that the vector v = Qk(u) solves (1.1).

In this paper we will approximate the solution of problem (1.2) with the solutions of the the
following Newton-type iterative scheme

f'(Qk(um))(um+i-um) = ±(Qk(um)-um)-f(Qk(um)), m = 0 , l , . . . (1.3)

If g = H x {0}, this scheme reduces to the classical method of Newton, a good account of which can
be found in [8,11,12,20]. A related method is the modified scheme

f'(Qk(u0))(um+l-um) = l-(Qk(um)-urn)-f(Qk(um)), m = 0 , l , . . . (1.4)

using only one derivative evaluation for the entire iteration. It is also possible to use variable stepsizes
in (1.3), in which case we obtain the scheme:

f'(Qkm(um))(um+1 - um) = ~(Qkm(um) - um) - f(Qkm(um)), m = 0 ,1 , . . . (1.5)
Km

Some other Newton-type schemes have been proposed in the Literature for the solution of (1.1)
and (1.2). The Josephy-Newton method attempts to solve (1.1) by iteratively solving the partially
linearized problems

f'(vm)vm+i+g(vm+i)Bf'(vm)vm-f(vm), m = 0,1,... (1.6)

This scheme has nice convergence properties and has been studied by many authors, especially
Josephy [7], Robinson [19], Eaves [5], Harker and Pang [6], Pang and Chan [14], Uko [22,23]. Its
major drawback arises from the fact that successive iterates are defined implicitly and have to be
computed with some unspecified inner-iterative method.

Robinson [18] recently proposed the Newton-type scheme

DFk{um,um+l)=0



for the solution of (1.2) where DFk is a 'point-based approximation' (PBA) for Fk. This scheme
suffers from the same drawbacks as the Josephy-Newton scheme, for successive iterates have be
computed by solving nonlinear and nonsmooth equations.

If / has a Lipschitz continuous Frechet derivative, then it is easy to see using the arguments
employed in (18, Proposition 4] that the function Df(x,y) = f(x) + f'{x)(y - x) is a PBA for
/ , and DFk(x,y) = f(Qk(x)) + f'(Qk(x))(Qk(y) ~ Qk(x)) + %{y - Qk(y)) is a PBA for Fk. The
Robinson-Newton scheme corresponding to this PBA can therefore be expressed in the form

f'(Qk(um))(Qk(um+l) - Qk(um)) + |(«m+l - Qk(um+l)) = -/(Qfc(«m)), m = 0 ,1 , . . . (1.7)

This scheme is related to our Newton scheme (1.3) and can be viewed as its fully implicit version.
It is even more closely related to the Josephy-Newton scheme, for if uo = Qk(vo), the sequence of
iterates generated by (1.6) and (1.7) are related in the form um = Qk(vm).

Numerous other authors (cf. [13,15,16,17]) have also proposed Newton-type schemes which are
applicable to special cases of problem (1.2).

The subproblems occurring at each stage of the iterations in our Newton schemes (1.3) - (1.5) are
linear equations. This gives these schemes an edge over the Josephy-Newton, the Robinson-Newton
scheme and some other Newton-like schemes that have been proposed in the Literature [14,16,17].
The major drawback of the Newton schemes (1.3) - (1.5) is the need to compute the resolvent
operators Qk- Although this is not feasible in general, we will see in Section 3 that that it possible
for a reasonably large class of problems which occur in applications.

The rest of the paper is subdivided into two sections. Section 2 begins with some local and
semi-local convergence results for the Newton scheme and concludes with and an analogue of the
Kantorovich theorem for the modified scheme (1.4). In Section 3 we discuss applications in varia-
tional inequalities and give an illustrative numerical example.

2. CONVERGENCE RESULTS

Let Do be the interior of a closed convex subset D of H, and let / : D t-> H be a continuous
function that is Frechet differentiable at all points of DQ. We assume that there exists M > 0 such
that

l l / ' ( x ) - / ' ( y ) | | < M | | x - j / | | , Vz .yeA, . (2.1)

It is well known (cf. [11, Page 70]) that this Lipschitz condition implies that

\\f(x) - f(y) - f'(y)(x - y)\\ < f \\x - yf, (2.2)

\\f(x) - f(z) - f'(y)(x - z)\\ < Mmax{\\x - y\\, \\z - y\\}\\x - z||, (2.3)

forall y & Do and x,z € D. We will also impose one or more conditions of the form

\\f'(Qk(uo))-
l-kI\\<b-k, Vfe<6 (2.4)

\\fix)-1-kl\\ <b-k, VzeDo, Vfc<6 (2.5)

(f'(x)h,z) = (f'(x)z,h), VxeDo, Vh,zeH (2.6)

(f'(x)z,z)>b-l\\zf, VxeA), VzeH. (2.7)

The symmetry and coercivity conditions (2.6) and (2.7) occur in a natural way when / is the
gradient Vi/', where if): Rn i-» R is a strongly convex C2 function. However, the condition (2.5) is
more general than conditions (2.6) and (2.7) taken together. In fact, if (2.6) and (2.7) hold, then

)"1!! < b and, for any k <b, I - kf'(x) is symmetric and self-adjoint. Therefore

||I - kf'{x)\\ = sup (z - kf'(x)z, z) < 1 - kb~\ (2.8)

This implies
nz'(x)-1 - ki\\ < wnxr'wwi - kf(x)\\ < 6(i - kb-1) <b-k,

which shows that (2.5) holds.
The basic properties of the resolvent operators required in this paper are stated in the following

Lemma.



Lemma 2.1. For all x,y € H and k > 0, we have

\\Qk(x)-Qk(y)\\<\\x-y\\, (2.9)

\\x-y- Qk(x) + Qk(y)\\2 < \\x - y\\2 - \\Qk(x) - Qk(y)\\2. (2.10)

Proof. The definition of the resolvent implies that Qk(x)+kg(Qk(x)) 9 x and Qk(y)+kg(Qk(y)) B y.
Therefore, using the monotonicity of g we obtain ||Qfc(x) — Qk{y)\\2 < (x — y,Qk(x) — Qk(y)). The
inequality (2.9) now follows from the Schwartz inequality, and the inequality (2.10) follows from the
estimate

IN -v- Qk(x) + Qk(y)\\2 = \\x - yf - 2{x - y,Qk(x) - Qk(y)) + \\Qk(x) - Qk(y)\\2

<\\x~y\\2-\\Qk{x)-Qk(y)\\2.

D

Further properties of resolvents can be found in [2,10].
We now analyse the convergence of the Newton schemes (1.3) - (1.5). The first Theorem is on

the linear convergence of (1.3) when it is assumed that (1.2) has a solution and the initial vector is
close enough to the true solution.

Theorem 2.2. Let g be a maximal monotone operator and suppose that (1.2) has a solution u, and
that (2.1) and (2.5) hold. Let

Mb\\u - uoll < 2 (2.11)

and suppose that the stepsize is chosen to satisfy

0<l-l<l-~ ||u-«o||. (2.12)

Then the iterates from (1.3) converge linearly to u.

Proof. It follows from (1.2) and (1.3) that

«m+i - « = f'(Qk(um)rl[f(Qk(u)) - f(Qk(um)) - /'(g*(um))(g*(u) - Qk(um))}

+ {\f{Qk{um))-1 - I)(u - Qk(u) -um + Qk(um))

Therefore, on using (2.2) and (2.5) we get

||«m+l " "II < 6||/(g*(«)) " f(Qk(Um)) ~ ff(Qk(Um))(Qk(u) - Qfc(um))||

+ ( | - i)ll« - Qk{u) -um + g*(um)||

< ^\\Qk{um) - Qk{u)\\2 + d - l)||u - Qk{u) -um + Qk(um)\\
1 K (2.13)

This implies that

- u|| < (^ | |u m - u|| + I - l)\\um - u\\.

An induction argument using (2.12) and this inequality shows that ||um - u|| < ||u0 - u|| for all m.
Therefore, letting L = Ap||u - uo|| + | - 1, we immediately obtain the estimate

-"II <L\\um-u\\.

It follows that ||um - u|| < Lm\\u - uo\\ —» 0 as m —» oo, which completes the proof. •



Remark 2.3: The inequality (2.13) implies that

Mb 2

2
,b Mb
(? ~ 1 ~ ~T"!I" ~ Qk(u) ~Um + Qk[um)\\)\\u - Qk(u) -Um+ Qk{um)

^\\um - «|| + | - l)||«m ~ "II otherwise.

Now, the term u — Qk(u) determines the degree of nonsmoothness in (1.2) and can be viewed as the
'constraint' in the problem, and a vector x could be said to satisfy this constraint if i — Qk(x) =
u - Qk(u).. Therefore, the preceding inequality could interpreted to mean that the Newton scheme
converge quadratically whenever iterates violate the constraint beyond a certain threshold, and only
linearly otherwise. In fact, if stepsizes are chosen iteratively in (1.5) in such a way that

0 < - p - 1 < ^ | | « - Qkju) -um + Qkm(um)\\, (2.14)

then the quadratic convergence criterion will prevail all through and successive iterates will satisfy
the estimate ||wm+i — u\\ < ̂ \\um - u||2 for all m. Therefore, letting d = ^\\u — Moll and using
an induction argument, we see that iterates converge quadratically at the rate

However, in practice, the solution to (1.2) will not be known in advance, so that the stepsize rule
(2.14) will not be feasible.

It would be interesting to see whether it is possible to vary the stepsizes iteratively in such a way
that linear convergence occurs at the beginning of iterations while quadratic convergence occurs
towards the end. This would be a cost-effective way of globalizing the convergence of our Newton
schemes.

Theorem 2.2 is an "attraction" theorem which states that the iterates from the Newton scheme
(1.3) converges whenever the initial vector is close enough to the unknown solution. In the next
result is of the semi-local type and states that if the first iterate u\ is close enough to the initial
vector uo, then (1.2) has a solution, and subsequent iterates converge to that solution.

Theorem 2.4. Let g be a maximal monotone operator and suppose that (2.1), (2.6) and (2.7) hold.

If
M6||ui-uo||<2, (2.15)

0^-Kl-^IK-uoll, (2.16)

where uy is the first iterate in (1.3), then the iterates from (1.3) converge linearly to a solution of
(1.2).

Proof. Making use of (1.3) and the analoguous equation with m replaced with m — 1, we obtain the
equation

f'(Qk(Um))(um+l ~ Um) = f(Qk(um)) ~ f(Qk{Um-l)) ~ /'(Qfc(«m

+ ( i - f'{Qk{Um-l))){um - Qk{um) - Um-1 +

Since (2.6) and (2.7) hold, (2.5) and (2.8) also hold. Therefore, on using (2.2), (2.5) and (2.8) we
get

- Um|| < 6||/(Qfc(um)) - f(Qk(Um-l)) - f'(Qk(um-l))(Qk(Um) ~ Qk(um~l))\\

+ H(\ ~ f'(Qk(Um-l)))(um-l ~ Qk(um-l) ~Um + Qk(um))\\

< ^\\Qk(um) - Qfc(um_1)||
2 + 6(i - ijllu^-i - Qk(um-i) -um + Qk(um)\\

< ( — ll«m - Um-1 II + £ - l)ll«m - « m - l | |



A straightforward induction argument using (2.16) and this inequality establishes that \\um —
«m-i|| < ||ui - uo|| for all m > 1. Therefore, if L = ^ | | « i - uo|| -f £ - 1, then the inequality
||um+i - um\\ < L\\um - um_i|| holds for all m. This implies that

L"-l]\\um+1 - «m|| < — J — — i | | U l - Uo|
1 — h

for all p,m > 1, and shows that um is a Cauchy sequence. We conclude, by completeness, that um

converges to some u in H. Letting m tend to infinity in (1.3) we see that u satisfies (1.2), and letting
p tend to infinity in the last inequality above, we obtain the linear error estimate

\\u -

That completes the proof. •

Remark 2.5: Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4, it is easy to see that the analogue of Remark
2.3 holds, in the sense that

2 ,b . Mb
777;(r - 1) < ||Um-i - Qk{um-i) -um + <5fc(um)|| =*• ||um+i - um|| < — ||um - um_i|f.

In the sequel, given any UQ e Do and r > 0, B[uo,r} will designate the set {x 6 H: ||a;-uo|| < r}.
The last result in this section on the convergence of the the classical modified Newton scheme.

Theorem 2.6. Let g be a maximal monotone operator and suppose that (2.1) and (2.4) hold. Let

ilk I ~ V/l-2Ma6-4(6fc-1-l)2

and suppose that

+ i(uo - Qfc(«o))]|| < a. (2.17)

2Mab < 1 (2.18)

0 < T -
k

Ji(l - IMab). (2.19)

Then (1.2) has a unique solution u in B[uo,r], and the iterates from the modified Newton scheme
(1-4) converge to u at the rate

\\u - um|| < - ^ [fcfc-l - >/l-2Ma6-4(6fc-i-l)2 ]"* (2.20)

Proof. For any x € 5[uo,r], let

«;(s) = x - /'(Qfc(«o))-l/(Qfc(x)) + ^/'(Qfc(uo))-1(Qfc(x) - x).

Then it is easy to see that u solves (1.2) if and only if it is a fixed point for w. Moreover, the
modified Newton scheme (1.4) is the merely successive approximation scheme um+\ = w(um).

We have

w(x) -uo = /'(Qfc(uo))"1[/(Qifc(a:)) - /(Qfc(«o)) - f'(Qk(uo))(Qk(x) - Qfc(«o))]

l l - I](u0 - x - Qk(u0) + Qfc(i))

^ ) - u0) - /(Qfc(t*o)].



Therefore, making use of (2.4), (2.17) and (2.2), we obtain

IM*) - uo|| <a + ^\\Qk(x) - Qfc(uo)||2 + (bk-1 - l)||uo - x - Qk(u0) + Qk(x)\\.

The right hand side in this inequality is bounded above by

a + -g-ll* - "oil2 + (bk-1 - 1 - — ||u0 - x - Qk{uQ) + Qfe(x)||)||uo - x - Qk(u0) + Qk(x)\\.

If ^ — 1 < A^IK - x - Qk(uo) + Qjt(x)||, this latter term is bounded above by a + ^ | | z - uo||
2;

otherwise, it is bounded above bya+^\\Qk(x) - Q;t(uo)||2 + ^ ( f - I)2. In either case, we have

IM*) - noil <a+^\\x- Uo||
2 + ̂  - I)2

Mbr2 2 ,b

It follows that w maps B[uo,r] into itself.
Given x,y e B[uo,r], we have

w(x) - w(y) = /'(QkMr'lHQkiy)) - f(Qk(x)) - f'(Qk(uQ))(Qk(y) - Qk(x))}

+ [lf'(Qk(uo))~l - I}(y -x- Qk(y) + Qk(x)).

Therefore, using (2.5) and (2.3), we obtain

\\w(x) - w(y)\\ < M6max{||y - uo||, \\x - uo\\}\\x - y\\ + (bk~l - \)\\y - x - Qk(y) + Qk(x)\\

bk-x-l)\\x-y\\.

Therefore, on setting L = Mbr + 6AT1 - 1 = 6AT1 - y/l - 2Mab - 4(6A;-1 - I)2 we see that

\\w(x) - w(y)\\ < L\\x - y\\, Vx, y € B[u0, rj.

The condition (2.18) implies that w is a strict contraction map on the set J3[uo)r]. Therefore it
follows from Banach s contraction mapping principle that w has a unique fixed point in this set.
The error estimate (2.20) follows immediately since

rm
\\um - u\\ = |M«m-i) - u;(u)|| < Lm-l\\u0 - u|| < Lm~lr = — .

That completes the proof. •

If g = H x {0}, we can take £ - 1 to be an arbitrarily small positive number, in which case we
recover the Kantorovich theorem [8, Chapter 18.1, Theorem 6] on the classical modified Newton
scheme.

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATIONS IN VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES

In order to solve concrete problems with the Newton schemes (1.3) - (1.5) we require an algorithm
for computing the values of the resolvent operators Qk(x) = (1 + kg)~x for any given x G H. No
such algorithm is available in the general case. However, there exist some interesting problems of the
form (1.1) which occur in applications and for which the pertinent resolvents are easily computed.
This class includes many variational inequality problems, obtained on setting g = d<j> in (1.1), where
<f>: H i—> (—00,00] is a proper lower semicontinuous convex function and

84>(x) = {v€B: (j>(x) - 4>(y) <(v,x-y) Vy 6 H}.

In this case (1.1) reduces to the variational inequality

f(v) + d(j>(v) 9 0. (3.1)



Such problems have important applications in the physical and engineering sciences and in many
other fields [1,4,6].

A basic class of variational inequalities is obtained by letting <f> be the indicator function of a
non-empty closed convex subset C of H, defined as

0 itxeC
. . . (3-2)

oo otherwise.
In this case problem (3.1) reduces to the search for u € C satisfying

(f(u),u-v)<0, WeC. (3.3)

This problem will be designated in the sequel as VI(f,C,H). It is well known (cf. [24, Lemma 4.1])
that resolvent operator Qk = (1 + kd4>)~1 corresponding to this problem is independent of k and
coincides with the orthogonal projection onto C, which is computable in some cases (for instance,
whenever C is a polyhedral set).

In principle, every variational inequality of the form (3.1) can be expressed in the form VL(F,C,V),
where V = H x R, equipped with the scalar product {[x, A], [y,T]) = (x,y) + AT, C = {[x,X] e V :
<f>(x) < A}, and F[x, A] = [/(x), 1] for all [x, A] e V. It is not difficult to verify that if v solves (3.1)
then [v,<f>(v)] solves VI(F,C,V), and if [v,X] solves VI(F,C,V) then v solves (3.1). However, the
derivative of F is given by F'[x, A][y,r] = [f'(x)y,O] for all [a;, A],[y,r] € V, and is not invertible at
any point, so that the Newton-type schemes (1.3) - (1.5) are not applicable to VI(F,C,V). Newton-
type iterative schemes should be applied directly to (3.1) and not to its equivalent problem of the
the type (3.3).

The resolvent Qk(x) corresponding to the problem (3.1) is the unique value of v that minimizes
the non-smooth function

Tp{v) = -\\x-v\\2 + k<t>{v). (3.4)

Therefore, resolvent computations for variational inequalities could in principle be done using non-
smooth minimization techniques. This not always possible, for the associated nonsmooth minimum
problems are not easily intractable. However, there are interesting special cases in which resolvents
are relatively easy to compute.

The nonlinear complementarity problem

fi{vi,...,vn) > 0 , Vi>0, i = l , . . . , n , ^2vjfj(vi,...,vn) = 0 (3.5)

is one such case. This problem corresponds to the variational inequality (3.1), with H = R n and
C = {x € R" : Xi > 0, i = l , . . . ,n} . It is easy to verify that the relevant resolvent formula for this
problem is given by

Qk(xu...,xn) = ( i + , . . . , x+),

where t+ = max{£,0}.
More generally, given scalar constants gn < 0 < g^ and fin < /i<2 (i = 1, . . . , n), let <j> be the

convex function cp(x) = £3"= 1 <pi(xi), where

{ gn(t-hn), t<hn

0, hn<t< hi2 (3.6)

~ hi2), t > hi2.It not difficult to see that resolvent this convex function is given by the expression [21]

Qk(xu . . . , !„) = (<2l,fc(xO,. . . , Qn,k(xn))

where

t - kgn if t < / i u + kgn

Qi,k(t) = { t + (hn - t)+ -{t- hi2)
+ if hn + kga <t<hi2 + kgi2 (3.7)

t - kgi2 if t > hi2 + kgi2.

8



K we choose gn = -oo and g& = oo for all i then $ becomes an indicator function of the type
(3.2), with C = [/in, /112] x • • • x [/inl, / in 2] . In this case Qi.fc reduces to the simpler truncation form
<2i,fc(£) = t + (hu - t)+ - (t - /i i 2)+- If we now let hn = • • • = / i n l = 0 and A12 = • • • = /in2 = 00
we recover the nonlinear complementarity problem (3.5). The convex functions (3.6) also occur in
variational inequalities modelling heat flow through thick walls [4].

Another interesting class of convex functions are the functions (j>(x) = - | |x | | p with exponents
p > 1. If p > 1, it is easy to see that the resolvent is given by the expression Qk(x) = i+k

x
Qr-i where

q is obtained by solving the scalar equation q + kqp~l = \\x\\. If the value of the exponent p is either
3, 4 or 5, a formula for q can be obtained from Cardan's formulae, thereby giving Qk(x) in closed
form [21]. In the general case we solve for q iteratively (and efficiently) with Newton's method. The
case p = 1 is more tricky, and is handled by the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.1. The resolvent Qk = (1 + kd4>)~1 of the convex function <f>(x) = \\x\\ is given by the
formula

fx~kM if\\xW>k

Qk\X) — S
I 0 otherwise.

Proof. If | | i | | > k, and we let vk = x — &TT§|T, then it is easy to verify that vk + kvk/\\vk\\ = x.
Therefore, in this case, we have Qk(x) = vk.

Let ||a;|| < k, and let ip be the convex function defined in (3.4). Then, for any v € H, we have

> |

Therefore, V assumes its minimum value at 0, which shows that Qk(x) = 0. That completes the
proof. D

Further examples on resolvent computations can be found in [21,24].
In [23] the performance of the Josephy Newton scheme (1.6) was illustrated with a problem

of the form (3.1) with f(x,y) = {fi(x,y),f2{x,y)) where fi(x,y) = x - 0.71sini - 0.473cosy,
f2(x,y) = y - 0.71 cosi + 0.473siny, and 4>(x,y) = <pi{x) + faiy) where <pi and fa are defined by
(3.6) with <7n = -1, <7i2 = 2, 521 = - 2 , 522 = 1 and /in = - 2 , hn = 2, h2\ = 2 and h22 = 4. We
illustrate the performance of the Newton scheme (1.3) by solving this problem with the same initial
vector (xo.2/o) = (5,3) used in [23]. The results corresponding to the constant stepsize k = 1.5 are
tabulated below.

m xm ym

2.41821755
0.30175005

[-0.00982197,1.99017803]
[-0.04727323,1.95272677]
[-0.19932627,1.80067373]
[-0.15824041,1.84175959]
[-0.13330138,1.86669862]
[-0.15964484,1.84035516]

These values were obtained by computing the iterates (um,t;m) of the Newton scheme (1.3) and then
computing the approximate solutions xm = Qk{um) and ymQk(vm) with the resolvent formulae (3.7).

These results compare favourably with the computations reported in [23] in which a final solution
of (1, y) = (-0.59451124,2.00000000) was obtained after 8 Josephy-Newton iterations. However, the
computations in [23] were done in conjunction with a nonlinear Gauss-Seidel inner iterative scheme
taken from [21] and required considerably more computation time.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.89017756
2.00000000
0.90255678
-0.83341284
-0.48104342
-0.59411325
-0.65422497
-0.59057026

2.63585654
1.53361275
2.00000000
2.00000000
2.00000000
2.00000000
2.00000000
2.00000000

0.75216624
1.33681505
0.54210553
-0.11101187
0.04431418
0.00016387
-0.02532097
0.00161989
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